


























































Estimation Method for First Excursion Probability of Nonlinear Secondary System 
(Simplified Estimation Method Using Maximum Response) 
 




Abstract : The important secondary systems such as pipings, tanks and other mechanical equipment installed in the primary systems
such as building should be designed so as to maintain their function even if they are subjected to destructive earthquake excitations..
Estimation of reliability of the secondary system subjected to earthquake excitations is important problem for aseismic design.
Reliability of such system should be evaluated in probabilistic manner. First excursion failure is one of the most important failure
modes of structures and one of a factor of reliability. Many secondary structures have nonlinear characteristics. Hysteresis loop
characteristic caused by plastic deformation is one of the most common nonlinear characteristics observed in many systems.The
collision and friction characteristics, which are seen in mechanical supports and joints, are other common nonlinear characteristics. In
this paper, an estimation method for the first excursion probability of structure with hysteresis loop characteristic, collision
characteristic and friction characteristic is proposed. The first excursion probability is the function of many parameters. First excursion
probability is obtained by using artificial time histories. It is shown that when the tolerance level is normalized by the expected values
of the maximum response of the secondary system, the first excursion probability can be shown independent of many parameters.  
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2      (1) 
ここで，   mkc 2/ は減衰比，  mk / は固有円振
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ここで， 
     u dyyuerfc 0 2exp21)(   
 衝突特性に対して， 






















































































































































































































































z/B                                         (13) 
maxs
z  は次式で求まる． 
2
smaxpmaxs















* z/dd                 (16) 











代表として Ts=Tp=0.3s の場合の結果を示す．   
Bilinear 履歴復元力特性を考慮した場合として，図６(a)
および(b)にそれぞれ降伏後剛性と降伏前剛性の比である




れぞれ被衝突物の剛性と付加構造物系の剛性の比 b を 5



















t z/B               (18) 





















(a)=0                                                                                     (b)b=0.5 











(a)b=5                      (b)d*=0.8 
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